FEATURES OF OUR CHILL-ITS® HYDRATION PACK LINE UP

- Durable 600D water-resistant rip stop polyester shell
- Zip-up cap cover keeps contaminants at bay
- Insulated pack and tube keeps water cool
- 100% anti-microbial bite valve with cover to protect from contaminants
- Breakaway straps for added safety
- Reflective accents for higher visibility
- DualCap bladder featuring smaller (60mm) cap nestled into larger (80mm) cap for easy water and ice filling
- **5155** Capacity: 2L (2000ML) / 70oz / 2.2 hours
- **5155** Colors: black or hi-vis Lime, or hi-vis orange
- **5156** One zippered compartment, multiple D-rings, and nylon daisy chain webbing for gear storage
- **5156//5157** Vented shoulder straps and back for maximum breathability
- **5156//5157** 8mm EVA foam padding on shoulder straps for added comfort
- **5156//5157** Colors: black or hi-vis lime
- **5156//5157** Capacity: 3L (3000ML) / 101oz / 3.3 hours
- **5157** Five zippered compartments, multiple D-rings, and nylon daisy chain webbing for gear storage
- FDA food grade silicone body
- Elastic strap for secure grip
- Valve cover keeps debris off valve
- Fits with all Ergodyne Hydration Packs

DUALCAP BLADDER DESIGN

WHY THE DUALCAP BLADDER? The bladder’s inner 60mm cap makes filling with a faucet, hose, or spout easy by holding cap’s outer rim. The outer cap opening is 80mm, allowing for easy filling with ice, or for cleaning and drying.

5158 HYDRATION PRESSURE PUMP

- FDA food grade silicone body
- Elastic strap for secure grip
- Valve cover keeps debris off valve
- Fits with all Ergodyne Hydration Packs

5159 HYDRATION PACK CLEANING KIT

- Compatible with any Chill-Its® bladder
- Drying rack to air dry bladder
- Bladder cleaning brush
- Delivery system cleaning brush
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